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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate full marks.
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

l. Answer any ru,[ questions: 4x2:8

a) State Bromwich's integral formula conceming on inverse Laplace transform.

b) Define Fourier transform and state the conditions ofexistence ofthe transform.

c) Define eigen value and eigen vector in tems of an integral equation.

d) Define the inversion formula for Fourier cosine transform of the function /(r).
What happens il'l(x) is continuous.

e) What do you mean by Fredholm altemative in integral equation?

f) Verify the final value theorem in connection with Laplace transform fbr the

function t3e-t.

2. Answer any ru.! questions: 4x4:16

a) Define wavelet transform. Write down the main advantages of wavelet theory.

Compare the wavelet transform with Fourier transform. 1+1+2

b) Prove that the Fourier transfbrm of 
-1 

is i ftsgn ia), rvhere sgn is signum, {2

function.

Reduce the boundary value problem fr + S,*y: 1,0 < x < I with boundary

conditions y(0) : O,y(e) : 1 to an integral equation and find its Kernel.

Evaluate LUo(t)j by the help of initial value theorem,/o(t) is the zeroth order

of Bessel's function.

If the Fourier transform of f (x) is L , a being the transfotm parameter, then

find /(x).
lP. r. o.l
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1) Find the characteristic numbers and eigen lunctions of the homogeneous

integral equation y (x) = 7 ff Qos2 x cos 2t + cos 3x cos3 t)y(t) dt.

3. Answer any rc questions: 2x8=16

a) i) Find the resolvent kernel ofthe following integral equation and then solve it:

u(x) = f (x) + )" ff e'-tu(t)dt

ii)Evaluate {fl.{')lr{r - s)as} 5+3

b) i) State and prove Parseval's identity on Fourier transfotm. Use generalization of

Parseval's relation to show ttrat [1 . +f.- = 

-L, 

a,b > O.

ii) Define the term convolution on Fourier transform. (4+2)+2

c) i) Solve ty" (t) + y'(t) + 4ty(t) = 0, subject to the conditions y(0) = 3,

/'(o) : o.

ii)Under certain conditions (to be specified by you), convert the following integral

equation f(x) = Ii t 1*,t)y(t)dt into the Volterra integral equation of 2nd

kind. 5+3

d) Solve the fbllowing boundary value problem in the halfplan y > 0, described by

PDE: #. #:0, -- < x < @,,y > 0 with boundary conditions u(x,O) =

f(x),--<x< oo. uisboundedasy-roo; uandn Uotf,vanishas lxl ---r m.
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